REQUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY
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Date received

RECORDS ADMINISTRATION

8601 ADELPHI ROAD COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740-6001
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NOTIFICATION TO AGENCY

FROM (Agency or establishment)

Department of Agriculture

2.

MAJOR SUBDIVISION

Food and Nutrition Service, FNS

1--------------------------�

3.

MINOR SUBDIVISION

In accordance with the provisions of 44 U.S.C. 3303a, the
disposition request, including amendments, is approved
except for items that may be marked "disposition not
approved" or "withdrawn" in column 10.

Benefit Redemption Division
4.

NAME OF P ERSON WITH WHOM TO C ONFER

Teresa Frye

5.

4.

TELEP HONE NUMBER

(703) 305-1629

DATE

AGENCY CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposition of its records and that the

records proposed for disposal on the attached

___

page(s) are not needed now for the business for this agency or will not be

needed after the retention periods specified; and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, under the
provisions of Title

8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies,

t8J is not required
DATE

7. ITEM NO.

D is attached;

or

SIGNATURE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE

D

has been requested.

TITLE

10. ACTION TAKEN
(NARA USE ONLY)

8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM AND PROPOSED DISPOSITION

FNS, Benefit Redemption Division, Retailer Investigations

Branch is requesting to modify the retention for the

following records to: 1) separate the retention period for a
Positive vs. a Negative Investigation Case File; 2) reduce

the retention period for the Negative Case Files; and 3)
update the reference to the branch name.

45

Retailer-Wholesaler Investigative Case Files.
c. Investigative Cases. Investigative cases

maintained by the Retailer Investigations Branch

(formerly Compliance Branch), Benefit

NC1-462-80-4,
Item 45c

Redemption Division, for investigations conducted
entirely within FNS.

1.

Positive Case. Investigative case files
containing information or allegations which

warrant a specific investigation and may result
in administrative action.
A.

Retailer Investigations Branch Area

Office. TEMPORARY. Cut off at the end

of the FY in which the case is closed.

Transfer to FRC 1 FY after case is
closed. Destroy 4 FYs after the case is
closed.

PREVIOUS EDITION NOT USABLE

STANDARD FORM 115 (REV. 3-91)
Prescribed by NARA 36 CFR 1228

8. Reta.

I 1vestigations -Branch
Washington Office. TEMPORARY. Cut

a

•

off at the end of the FY in which the case
is closed. Destroy 1 FY after the case is
closed.

2.

Negative Case. Investigative case files
containing information or allegations which
warrant a specific investigation but will not
result in administrative action.

All Retailer Investigations Branch Offices.
TEMPORARY. Cut off at the end of the FY in

which the case is closed. Destroy 1 FY after

the case is closed.

ectrornc Ma1rancr'WOTI'l Process1nq Systerrr

Copies.

All Retailer Investigations Branch Offices.

TEMPORARY. Electronic copies of records

that are created on electronic mail and word
processing systems and used solely to
generate a recordkeeping copy of re
s.
Includes copies maintained b
viduals in
·

personal files, personal

directories, or oth

ronic mail

ersonal directories on

hard disk o
work drives, and copies on
share
etwork drives that are used only to
auce the recordkeeping copy.
Destroy/delete with 180 days after the

recordkeeping copy has been produced.

115-109

PREVIOUS EDITION NOT USABLE

STANDARD FORM 115 (REV. 3-91)
Prescribed by NARA 36 CF R 1228

••

·•·

3. Electronic mail and word processing records
Electronic copies of records that are created on electronic mail and word processing
systems and used solely to generate a recordkeeping copy of the records covered by the
items above. Also, includes electronic copies of records created on electronic mail and
word processing systems that are maintained for updating, revising, and disseminating.
a.

Copies of records that have no further administrative value after the recordkeeping
copy is made. Includes copies maintained by individuals in personnel files, personal
electronic mail directories, or other personal directories on hard disk or network
drives, and copies on shared network drives that are used only to produce the
recordkeeping copies.
Destroy/delete within 180 days after the recordkeeping copy has been produced.

b.

Copies used for disseminating, revising, or updating that are maintained in addition to
recordkeeping copy.
Destroy/delete when disseminating, revising, or updating is completed.

